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Meridian Energy visit
In August, Mark Binns, CEO of Meridian Energy visited
NZAS to meet with Gretta Stephens. The purpose of
the visit was to build the relationship between NZAS
and our power generator, and to become more familiar
with each other’s businesses. The following day Gretta
went on a reciprocal visit to Manapouri Power Station.
“It was great to be able to meet the team at Manapouri who
keep our clean, green energy flowing 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, 365 days of the year. They were very
welcoming and I had the opportunity to meet many of them
during the morning boat ride across the lake, and over
morning tea and lunch. It was very interesting speaking to
John Twidle (Power Station Manager) about risk
management in their unique operating environment,” Gretta
said.

(From left) Mark Binns, Gretta Stephens & John Twidle
in the machine hall at Manapouri Power Station

NZAS supports Southland Environment
Awards
NZAS has been the proud sponsor of the Community
Groups Award of the Southland Environment Awards for
many years.

Rob Peterson (Manager, Technology & Sustainability) attended
the recent awards ceremony and presented the Community
Groups Award to the Southland Forest and Bird Society for
their outstanding contribution to the Te Rere Reserve project.
The Reserve was purchased by Forest and Bird in 1989, while
native forest logging was threatening the penguin
population. The 67 hectare reserve contains large areas of
native forest, regenerating gullies and previously windrows of
cleared trees. In 1995, a disastrous fire struck Te Rere and
much of the previous 15 years work was destroyed, along with
a large number of penguins. This made the volunteers even
more determined to save the nationally threatened species and
its coastal habitat. Much of the work at the reserve is carried
out by a caretaker and volunteers. This largely involves
planting 1,000 natives per year, fencing, track making, weed
and animal pest control, penguin monitoring and research.

Rob Peterson (far right) with members of the Southland
Forest and Bird Society

Each year we are astounded at the dedication shown by so
many Southlanders who donate their own time and energy to
make sure our environment is protected.
Congratulations to Southland Forest and Bird.

Another successful project week …
Four top Year 13 students have just completed project
week on site, as part of the NZAS/Southland Girls’
High School educational partnership.
Annabel Smith (worked with Reconstruction team), Fiona
MacDonald (Laboratory), Devon Crooks (Reduction) &
Caitlin Wood (Carbon Rodding).
The girls were on site for six days with their first day taken
up with safety and HR inductions, study/career path
discussions with a number of female employees, a site
tour, as well as Gretta Stephens meeting with them to
outline her expectations. The girls spent a half day on site
prior to project week on a familiarisation visit where they
met their site hosts, visited their work areas, and also
completed a medical.
2014 marks the seventh year of the partnership, which was
set up to encourage females into not only
science/engineering careers, but also industry.
The
partnership has gone from strength to strength with 33
participants to date (including this year’s students).
Twelve students have either graduated or are studying for
a degree in engineering. Most of the others are doing
science or maths-based degrees or have started working
in science-based careers. Eight girls have graduated
university so far.

Project week gives the students an opportunity transfer the
skills they learn in school to the workplace.
The students delivered their project findings on the final
afternoon of project week. This year’s presentations were
amongst the best we have seen. The girls were very
knowledgeable about their projects and displayed
enthusiasm throughout their time here on site.
Paul King (Head of Physics at SGHS) very much values the
partnership with NZAS, “As well as being a way to introduce
young women to engineering, the educational partnership
between SGHS and NZAS gives students the opportunity to
see the links between science, technology, engineering and
maths. There has been a focus recently on introducing
school students to STEM education, which is an integration
of these subject areas, as future careers are predicted to be
based on these disciplines. The students also developed
their skills in communicating complex technical data, working
as a team and using their school subjects such as
mathematics in a real situation.”
Special thanks to everyone who helped out with this year’s
programme, especially the site hosts, Brett Wylie, Bill Uru,
Cheryl Kemp, Shane Tinnock, Kathryn Millard and Matt
Burke. Without your assistance this partnership would not
be the great success that it is!

(From left) Nigel Finnerty (Acting GM), Caitlin Wood, Paul King (Head of Physics SGHS), Lee Pirini (Head of Junior
Science SGHS), Devon Crooks, Noreen Melvin (Deputy Principal SGHS), Robyn Garden (Head of Science SGHS),
Annabel Smith & Fiona Macdonald

12 years as major sponsor of the NZAS
Southland & Technology Fair
Budding scientists and inventors proudly showed off their
exhibits at this year’s NZAS Southland Science &
Technology Fair, which was held in August at the Ascot
Park Hotel. 2014 marks the twelfth year that NZAS has
been the major sponsor of the event. In addition to
funding, the smelter also offers in-kind support with 31
employees volunteering their time throughout the week.
Over 200 Year 5 to 13 students from around 20 Southland
schools competed, with students required to investigate a topic
of their choice using a scientific method of hypothesis, method,
test and conclusions.
Judging took place over two days – the first day involved the
students being interviewed about their projects, with final
judging carried out on the second day.
The NZAS Premier Science Award was given to Shreya Bir
and Yuen Ki Wong of Southland Girls’ High School for their
project ‘Spice up your life’ which examined the antibacterial
properties of different spices and found that chilli was the most
effective at killing E-coli bacteria, whilst garlic was the least.
Pictured (from left) NZAS judges Steve Moratti and
Peter McMillan interviewing Ruchika Gookooluk of
Southland Girls’ High School on her Science Fair
exhibit ‘Bust that Rust’ – Ruchika went on to win a
Silver award

Maria Burnett of James Hargest College claimed the NZAS
Premier Technology Award, whose project ‘Smart switch’ gives
farmers a safety device when operating their tractor’s power
take-off (PTO).
A number of projects are likely to be nominated to represent
the Southland region at the national event ‘Realise the Dream’
which will be held in Wellington in December.

Pulse Survey is coming!
On 1 October 2014, we will be launching the Pulse
Employee Survey and asking all employees to provide
feedback. The survey will be happening at the same
time at all PacAl sites.
No-one knows more about NZAS than we do and all of us
can make a difference by sharing that expert knowledge.
The results from the 2013 survey helped us set down our
critical few projects for the year. While some projects are
either still underway or are due to rollout (such as the
Leadership Fundamentals programme for operational frontline leaders), we’ve made good progress on your feedback.
We have rolled out our vision and values and set the
direction to make the NZAS part of the PacAl boat go faster.
This was in response to you telling us in the 2013 survey
that you wanted to feel a part of the bigger picture and
understand the wider priorities and direction. We’ve also
improved the way we communicate as a business with
regular GM briefings and blogs.

The 2014 survey is shorter and in a more simple format
than last year’s. Everyone will have the opportunity to
participate in the survey during work time.
Survey responses will remain strictly confidential and
anonymous. Results will be compiled by McKinsey and
Company and reported at the company, site, role type
and work area levels.
Early findings will be reported during November and
soon after, the results will be communicated, with the
workforce to be involved in gathering improvement
ideas and developing action plans against the
feedback.
Please make sure you have your say!

NZAS improvement projects exceed target
This year the goal was set to improve the NZAS financial performance
by $20 million. The NZAS team have exceeded this target and are now
aiming for outstanding performance in business improvement.
In September, we broke through the $20 million target and we are now striving
to reach $30 million.
Projects completed since July include:
Lower Cost and Usage of Tapping Pipes
Use of Old Reconstruction Materials
Sale of Scrap Metal
Metal Products Visual Casting
AlF3 Truck – Bulk Bags
Sodium in Paste – In Control & Capable

$ 92,000
$ 165,000
$ 239,000
$2,330,000
$ 95,000
$ 298,000

These projects show the results of the effort that everyone is putting in to
improve the business. We will continue to keep doing so to ‘make the boat go
faster.’
The ‘precious few’ projects currently being tracked at the site Info Centre
board are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power Efficiency in Reduction
Preventing Early Cell Failure
HFO Furnace Efficiency
VDC Throughput Increase
Leader Fundamental Training
Vehicles and Driving

Aluminium prices have seen some improvement during the year, however
they are still a long way below historical averages. The NZ dollar remains
historically high despite some recent relief delivered by interventions from the
Reserve Bank. It is critical that we continue our focus on removing waste and
increasing value add opportunities to ensure NZAS has a sustainable future.
Steve Moratti – Business Improvement

Wax’n’Shine is coming!
As you all know, the Wax’n’Shine event will be held on Saturday 18 October at the PGG Wrightson Woolstore in
Invercargill.
Don’t forget to register your vehicle – this is your opportunity to showcase your pride and joy. Any wheeled transport will be
considered. At the date of writing, 39 vehicles were registered – there is room for plenty more!
To register, go to NZAS Intranet > Hot Topics > Wax’n’Shine – Register HERE
If you have any questions, please contact:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

John Butler (C2)
Ian Boutherway (C3)
Russell Weeds (DW)
Chris Thompson (C3)
Jared Gorrie (DW)
Neil Sadlier (DW)
Doug Arthur (C1)
Steve Horton (DW)

Getting ‘swept’ away
Did you know that the brooms used in Reduction have
altered very little since the smelter first opened in
1971?
The good news is that after 43 years,
Reduction is now using new and improved brooms.
Earlier in the year Bernie Carter and Rikki Fitzgerald
commenced a project on broom designs aimed at
making the task of sweeping more ergonomically
friendly for Operators.
Brendon Bone was also
involved towards the end of the project.

2013 Product Profile

When the previous 900 mm brooms were introduced,
there was a requirement to sweep the entire tap-end floor
from the nib wall to the reduction cells. Mechanical
sweeping is now used so there is only a need to sweep
out far enough for the mobile sweepers to be able to pick
up.
In 2013, NZAS spent around $83.5k on brooms, with just
over $82k of this allocated to Reduction.

Billet
Rolling block
Foundry ingot
High purity ingot
Other value added
Standard purity ingot

A number of different types of brooms were trialled over
five months this year to find the most suitable for
Reduction’s requirements. Following the trials, Reduction
now uses the following types of brooms:
•

•

250 mm Brushworks deckplate brooms (fits
between the deckplate and hoods, better
sweeping ability due to the whole head fitting on
deckplate, longer handle to improve ergonomics,
handle grip creates good control with less grip
pressure required, bristles improve longevity and
cover more surface area, moulded plastic block
on head has better connection, ability to recycle
broom handles and brackets)
600 mm Maxiboss yard brooms (weigh less,
improved handle grip, longer handle to improve
ergonomics, bristles cover more surface area
and increase broom life, bristles are injection
moulded into the plastic broom head so will last
longer, less discomfort felt after use)

Paddy McGrath from Southland disAbility Enterprises
assembling new brooms at the SdE workshop on site
(The SdE team assemble around 200 brooms for NZAS
every week)
Not only are the new brooms more ergonomic and fit for
purpose, but the project will result in an approximate 30
per cent cost saving due to the recycling of the broom
handles and brackets. This is a great result and should
encourage us all to look at the tasks we carry out regularly
and think about whether or not we can identify any
potential improvements.

New starters – July to September
Welcome to our new starters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tony Dixon (Crew Leader, Mechanical Workshops)
Bridget Hanley (Process Control Engineer, Reduction)
Niall Breen (Operator, Carbon Rodding C3)
Jock McGinnis (Operator, Reco C2)
Kulbir Singh (Metallurgical Technician, HSE & Analytical)
Casey Black (Operator, Carbon Rodding C4)
Ian Pitcaithly (Operator, Line 1 C2)
Josh Kingipotiki (Operator, Line 2 C2)
Blair McCorkindale (Operator, Line Services)
Nick Wiering (Specialist Project Engineer, MP)
Becky Nicolson (Operator, VDC C1)
Dylan Stewart (Mechanical Tradesperson, Casthouse Maintenance)

Why I back drug and alcohol testing
I have been called for three Alcohol & Other Drug (AOD)
tests this year, all within a very short time period. This got
me wondering whether being called up so many times really
was random or was I being targeted? Well, I can confirm it
really is random!
As you all know NZAS has an AOD policy that requires
individuals to undergo testing for alcohol and/or drugs where an
HSE incident has occurred, when there is an ‘observed
behaviour,’ if there is other information or circumstances which
indicates an individual may be under the influence of alcohol
and/or drugs, and as part of ‘random testing’ and ‘blanket testing’
procedures.
We carry out breathalyser testing and urine drug screening on
site through The Drug Detection Agency (formerly NZDDA) - most
people on site will have been acquainted with Lee-Ann and
Simon in their trusty vans!
The random test list is generated electronically and automatically
using a random number generator. The selection of contractors
who arrive on site in vehicles during Monday to Friday dayshifts is
undertaken by drawing coloured balls from a bag at the Security
gatehouse entrance. If the ball selected is the appropriate colour,
all contractors in that vehicle will be tested before they engage in
any work.
Did you know that NZAS was one of the first companies in NZ to
implement AOD testing back in 2002? I have to admit, when
AOD testing first came in, I was pretty gutted as I felt the
company didn’t trust me and I found the whole idea of being
tested to be very degrading. However, at that time, all employees
were expected to attend an education training session. Sitting
through that session was quite mind-blowing and since then I
have never had an issue with AOD testing. I don’t want to be
surrounded by people who are on a ‘high’ especially considering
how hazardous our work environment can be if it’s not treated
with the respect it deserves.

According to a collaborative study carried out by the NZ Police,
ESR, Massey University and the National Agency for Drug &
Alcohol Dependency, drug users are:
•
Three times more likely to have a workplace accident
•
One-third less productive
•
Ten times more likely to be absent
TDDA statistics from 2008 showed post-accident positive tests
were 24.7%; in 2013 this reduced to 6%. “We know that drug
testing does work; education is the key,” said John.
I asked John about how much of an issue synthetic drugs are
in the region, especially now that they are now illegal. He
confirmed that synthetics have destroyed a whole lot of kids
and continue to be an issue in Southland.
New Zealand generally follows the drug trends from the USA.
Alarmingly the latest drug craze that has swept Europe and is
now in the USA is ‘Krokidil’ (pronounced ‘crocodile’) – codeine
mixed with chemicals such as gasoline, red phosphorous and
hydrochloric acid are injected and the skin goes green and
scaly, and eventually rots. It’s a cheap high.
If you have teenagers, I encourage you to look up the TDDA
website (www.tdda.com) as they have launched a new app,
‘The Drug Detection App’ – which is designed to educate and
inform parents about the drugs that are out there in the
community. The app also has the ability to share information
about new drugs that come onto the market.
Special thanks to John, Lee-Ann and Simon from TDDA for
helping me with this story.
Andrea Carson – Community Relations

Did you know that even the SGHS students who work at NZAS
for a week each year as part of our educational partnership get
AOD tested? It is vital that people are not impaired on our site,
not matter what they are doing here.
I know that the drug scene in New Zealand changes frequently
and I spoke to John Galliven (Otago Southland GM of TDDA) to
get his views on what is happening in this space. I was quite
shocked at some of the information he shared with me:
•
New Zealanders are the highest users per capita in
world of methamphetamine
•
Amphetamine and methamphetamine rates are very low
in Southland/Otago – opposite to what is happening up
north
•
New Zealanders are the third highest users per capita in
world of cannabis
•
64 per cent of New Zealanders will try cannabis during
their lifetime
•
Tragically, cannabis is involved in a high number of
youth suicides in NZ (19-25 year old males).
More
males from this age group die from suicide than from
traffic accidents

Lee-Ann Lyttle & John Galliven from The Drug Detection
Agency (formerly New Zealand Drug Detection Agency)

Employee Activities Group update
Check out the photos below from the second of two hugely successful ‘Supper in the Garden’ events held at
Nichols Garden Centre in September.

Profile on NZAS Safety Team
The NZAS safety team consists of Karen Sturman
(Superintendent Safety & Loss Prevention), Craig Scarlett
(Specialist Environment & Hazardous Substances) and
Donna Carter (Safety Advisor). The team’s philosophy is
to offer safety management support in a non-judgemental
and pragmatic way.
They have worked hard to set teams up for success on site by
providing them with the skills they need to confidently and
competently manage safety by:
Assisting and advising on incident and injury prevention,
including:
•
•
•
•

•

‘Go-sees’
for
potential
improvements
to
tasks/tools/procedures etc
Keeping up to date with the latest behavioural safety
research
Analysing incident data to identify areas on site that
may need extra assistance or alternative safety tools
Suggesting system changes/improvements where
systems are encouraging unwanted behaviour (not
necessarily unsafe) or punishing people in some way,
ie a very onerous system
Working with teams to design and implement fit for
purpose safety systems that meet their needs and
keep them safe

Maintaining NZAS HSE systems to ensure they remain
compliant with our legal requirements, including:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Keeping up to date with the latest developments in
HSE legislation and Australian/NZ Standards,
Approved Codes of Practice, especially the upcoming
changes to the Health & Safety in Employment Act in
2015
Ensuring that our HSE systems deliver compliance to
these legal requirements
Maintaining the NZAS risk register and risk
assessment processes
Advice and guidance on all aspects of our HSE
systems (Safe Work)
Maintaining an internal audit programme which
monitors our compliance with our own HSE
procedures
Managing the site’s hazardous materials compliance

The Safety team enjoys spending time with the operations
teams and getting a really good understanding of what their
jobs involve and the specific challenges they face. Their least
favourite part of the job is all of the administration work that is
required!
Karen has worked at NZAS for the last 6½ years and has been
in her safety role since November 2013. Prior to this she held
various roles in Reduction, Supply Chain and Technology &
Sustainability. Spare time is enjoyed by playing golf, travelling,
going shopping or dabbling with interior design. And, being
bossed around by her cat Thatcher!
Donna has spent the last four years in the Safety team and has
a background in Applied Behaviour Analysis/behavioural
psychology. While she was at university Donna was a summer
vacation student on site. In her spare time she enjoys taking
her dog, Millie, for a run, or going mountain biking.
Craig joined NZAS in February 2008 having been lucky enough
to marry Steph, a Southland girl, who promptly ‘dragged’ him
from the UK to NZ (not much dragging was required we
gather!). In the UK Craig spent 20 years in HSE roles for the
nuclear industry, both power production and nuclear weapons
manufacture. Spare time is almost totally absorbed by Holly
and Josh, his kiwi kids and supporting the All Blacks (seriously).
And no, he doesn’t support Man United or any other football
team for that matter - he’s always been a rugby fan.
The Safety team is here to help you – please feel free to
contact them at any time if you need any assistance (Karen on
x 5689, Craig on x 5613 and Donna on x 5510).

Assisting and advising on incident management, involving:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incident and injury classification
Incident communication with relevant parties
Root cause analysis
Behavioural analysis of behaviours that contributed to
an incident
Scene preservation and ‘go-sees’
Containments and actions going forward

Community support:
•
•
•

A lot of Southland businesses seek safety advice
Active participation in the Southland Health & Safety
forum
Assisting SIT H&S students with assignments

NZAS safety team members from left (inset Craig Scarlett),
Donna Carter & Karen Sturman

What is our high purity ingot made into?
Have you ever wondered what our customers
manufacture out of our HP ingot? Check out the
information below …

PacAl* High Purity Ingot
(99.80 to 99.98% aluminium content)
Other purity grades (99.90 to 99.96% Al) are used for low
and high voltage capacitor foil

* Does not include Sumitomo metal

The highest purity grades (99.96 to 99.98% Al) are mostly
used in computer hard drive disks

High purity ingot is also used in aerospace applications
such as critical aircraft parts – especially wing structures

Aluminium competes effectively against composites in
new aircraft designs such as the Boeing Dreamliner

Jetty removed
You may have noticed that the jetty near the Tiwai Bridge
has been removed.
The jetty was originally installed during the last major plant
upgrade in the mid-1990s to enable the large dry scrubbing
units to be transported across Bluff harbour by barge. They
were too heavy to be driven across the bridge.
The jetty was left in place so that other heavy equipment could
be transported to site in the same way, including R43
rectiformer when it was sent to Japan for repair and
replacement T21 and T11 transformers.
Now that the main Tiwai bridge upgrade work has been
completed, the Invercargill City Council has agreed that heavy
equipment can be transported safely across the bridge subject
to acceptable axle loadings etc.
The pipes and piles from the jetty were removed by Daniel
Smith Industries of Christchurch in August with a clamping
vibrator suspended on a crane. Force was applied by the

crane as it vibrated and the pipes slowly extracted themselves
from the sea bed. The beach will be returned to as-before
condition and appearance.
Removing the jetty will result in significant cost savings as
NZAS will no longer have to pay the associated fees/charges
for having the jetty in place.

Our People
Name: Cheryl Kemp
Position: Technical Officer – Process Chemistry

What is your favourite leisure activity?
At the moment patchwork – I never used to have the patience
Where’s your favourite place visited in the world?
The Napa and Sonoma Valleys in California – those red wines
are great – and I got to visit the winery used in the Falcon
Crest series (I know I am showing my age again!)
What’s your biggest achievement in life so far?
Two great kids and three wonderful grandchildren
What would be the most memorable news bulletin you
have seen/read?
Coming out from a week-long camp at Glenorchy and hearing
the news that Air NZ had lost a plane in Antarctica. The only
other major disaster in New Zealand I remember was the
Wahine sinking in Wellington harbour. The saddest was the
earthquake in Christchurch – not a good way to spend a
birthday. It is still very emotional walking around the CBD
area and seeing the devastation

How long have you worked at NZAS?
Long enough to remember the projector room in the back of
the Training Rooms … yes there was a time before
presentations were at the ‘press of a mouse’ button
What would you do if you won Lotto?
Probably, no make that definitely, leave NZAS before
presentations by computer are a thing of the past! Then I
would make sure the kids were set up in life and disappear
on a long holiday around the world
What is your favourite food?
Do I have to pick just one???
What is your favourite tipple?
A good wine to go with my favourite food 
What do you want to do when you grow up (and when
will that be)?
Always thought it would be interesting to be a forensic
scientist – but I don’t think I will ever fully grow up so …

Insulators replaced
Electrix employees are pictured replacing
overhead 220kV line insulators near Power
Supply.
Thirty were replaced in total. The 18 year old
insulators were replaced as they were showing signs
of deterioration.

What’s your favourite NZ holiday spot and why?
NZ – the old adage ‘don’t leave home till you’ve seen the
country’ stands. It took me 40-odd years to finally get around
to it, but I have had a good look around the whole country and
each piece has its own appeal. I would recommend to
anyone to visit Te Ika-a-Maui (North Island) - it is very
different to Te Waipounamu (South Island)
What were your career aspirations when you were a
child?
Didn’t every young girl dream of being an Air Hostess?
What was your first job?
First job after leaving school was working for the Ministry of
Agriculture & Fisheries at Invermay. I worked for Dr Stewart
and along with the two other technicians, we had two
separate tasks - the major part of the role was Biogas
generation from animal and plant matter, with the secondary
part of the role to check on the fluoride emissions from a little
known smelter at Tiwai Point. We also did the baseline study
for a second smelter at Aramoana

Everyone is a winner in the partnership
between NZAS & SdE
For one of Southland disAbility Enterprise’s (SdE)
employees working at NZAS is almost like being at
home.
“My favourite things about working here are the Tiwai
people and the SdE people I work with. “
Pat Henery is SdE’s long serving team member based at
NZAS, having worked on site for nearly 24 years.
“To me it’s not a working environment, it is a family
environment. Tiwai people treat us as one of their own,”
Pat said.
Southland disAbility Enterprises Inc (SdE) was first
established in 1974 as an Industrial Work Training Unit
with
intellectual
and
physical
for
people
disabilities. NZAS first developed a relationship with SdE
in 1990 when the smelter offered on-site work to service
respirators and disposable masks.

Over the years NZAS has provided greater opportunities
and depth of work for SdE and they now carry out a large
variety of additional tasks including the assembly of
wooden corner boards for protecting billet during shipping
and assembling about 200 brooms every week. SdE
employees also collect material from site for recycling
that would otherwise go to landfill.
NZAS Superintendent HSE & Analytical, Shaun O’Neill,
said, “This is a win-win situation for both NZAS and
SdE. The SdE team are highly valued as they perform a
critical role at NZAS with ensuring that all site respirators
are serviced and fit for purpose. Their attention to detail
is exemplary and this is demonstrated by the confidence
NZAS employees have in their respirators providing
protection from process work conditions.”

(From left) SdE team members Stephen Carter, Gaynor Findlay, Paddy McGrath, Pat Henery, Kim Small & Michael
Casey are pictured with Shaun O’Neill & Rick Oudt from NZAS (Shaun & Rick supervise the SdE team)

Congratulations Gaynor!
Special mention must be made of Gaynor Findlay from SdE (pictured second from left in the photo above).
Gaynor recently achieved her “Competent Communicator” award with Toastmasters International. This is a wonderful
achievement. Not many people would have the confidence to get up and speak in front of others. Congratulations Gaynor,
we’re all very proud of you!

Our People – what activities do we enjoy
outside of work?
This is another story in our series on what activities our
employees participate in outside of work. Paul Horo from
Carbon Rodding and his wife, Lou, recently took a group
of dance students to Hong Kong and Thailand. Lou
operates a dance studio in Invercargill.
“One month ago we returned from Hong Kong where the 29
students took part in a four day dance workshop. They also
had the chance to perform at Disneyland which was awesome
- they made a really big thing about the secret place which
was backstage with no cameras or phones allowed. The
group also went to a stage show in Macau (China) and did
God knows how much shopping!
We obviously made a great impression at Disneyland as the
th
group has been invited back to perform at their 10
anniversary celebrations which will be in April 2015. Sadly,
unless we can come up with a sponsor, the timeframe is just
too tight.

Team dancing at Disneyland
From Hong Kong we travelled to Chiang Mai, Thailand,
where the girls enjoyed elephant riding, zip lining in the
mountains, visiting a tiger park and Thai cooking classes.
Possibly the visit that had the most effect was to a girls
refuge. The group had already developed a relationship with
the refuge through becoming penpals. For our kids to learn
what some of the Thai girls had been through during their
lives, and to then meet them in person, was an emotional
rollercoaster for some, but a great experience.

Group with long neck
tribe in Thailand
(Paul is trying to hide
in the back row!)

This was the third group we have taken away with the first
being in 2007 to Kumagaya, Japan. Thirty-nine students
travelled on the cultural exchange and danced in a concert.
Two years ago we took another 39 students to Hong Kong
and Beijing, China, where they participated in a four day
dance workshop. While in Beijing the group visited the Great
Wall, Tiananmen Square (the site of the 1989 protests) and
other tourist hot spots.
A lot of people question why we choose to take the dance
groups to Asia and not Australia, as Australia would be much
easier to organise. Well, the answer is simple – the smells,
tastes and visual impact of Asia hit you as soon as you get off
the plane. Ninety per cent of the students we take will never
get the opportunity to visit such countries, but 90 per cent of
them will visit Australia, so it’s all about creating new
experiences and getting them outside their comfort zones.
To have witnessed the changes in some of the students
during the trip was very rewarding and also seeing how they
handled being without Mum and Dad, the different food, the
number of people and also the heat. Also to receive feedback
from parents upon their return on the positive changes they
witnessed was great. These changes don’t just apply to the
students either. We take ten parent helpers with us, including
a medic. Some of the adults were also far outside their
comfort zones, but they sucked it up and what a change their
families have seen in them, so it’s certainly not just the kids.
We are currently starting the ball rolling for a trip in 2016
where the plan is to head to Singapore, Hong Kong and
southern Thailand - so more fundraising and planning is
underway!”
Lou’s dance school is called ‘Jazz Time’ and operates out of
her studio at 44 Mersey Street, Invercargill. She teaches jazz
and hip hop to students aged from four years to adults. Lou
also runs Zumba classes. If you are interested in joining any
of Lou’s classes, please contact her on p.l.horo@xtra.co.nz or
(027) 217-7985.

Interesting websites
The following websites may be of interest:

Zero Harm – Business Leaders’ Health & Safety Forum
The case studies under the ‘Leadership’ section are useful to review
www.zeroharm.org.nz

NZ & Australian Standards Subscription Service
NZASnet > Applications > NZ & Australian Standards
Enter your User ID: 3644353323
Enter your Password: NUGDXTPXIX

Sporting events in Southland
The Sports Southland website has a great calendar of sporting events happening in the region:
www.sportsouthland.co.nz/events/events calendar new

My Fitness Pal
Wanting to get summer-ready after the long winter? Get free access to the world’s largest nutrition and
calorie database – over 3 million foods!
www.myfitnesspal.com

If anyone has any websites they would like to share, then please contact Andrea Carson, Community Relations.

Back in time …
It’s always interesting to check out previous editions of the Tiwai Pointer, as you never know what little gems you will find!
For those of you who have worked at NZAS for many years, you will remember that we used to have our own Apprentice
Centre. See the story below which featured in the March/April 1991 edition – Richard Simmons would have been very
proud. Some current employees are in these photos – although they look a little more youthful!

